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(1) I am a white male, make a treasury pay a lot of money in taxes, and yet my abuse is equally debunked. DO NOT CROSS THEM!

(2)/ip I was right after the female officer ripped off my underwear...i guess that's not considered rape if you're not a woman being raped.

(3) We're the police, we can do whatever the fuck we want.*

(4) What does one have to get educationwise to become a police officer...asking for a friend.

(5) The rest of my life is to fight against the police...they are NOT friends, so don't ever believe otherwise.

(6) The police are uneducated, evil, and sadistic. Do not trust them.

(7) (2/2) They are uneducated, bitter, and only interested in power for its own sake. Contact me imurdock@imurdock.com if you can help. -ian

(8) (1/2) The rest of my life will be devoted to fighting against police abuse. I'm white, I made $1.4 million last year,

(9) I'm hoping coming from a successful white guy it will help everyone

(10) I'm going to post this case on my blog.. if anyone can post it on hacker news or wherever i would appreciate it

(11) Writing up my experience for others to hopefully prevent others from police abuse then you won't hear from me again

(12) where they put you in a cell with absolutely no instructions whatever aside from the spreadsheet on the floor in place?

(13) shall we post a name for all my bruises from my assault by the police officers?

(14) they said me

(15) .@imurdock didn't have full/mature

(16) then followed my home from there

(17) I had to have surgery

(18) then they pulled me out of my house and did it again
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